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INTRODUCTION 
Uader drylaad far.ina operatioaa, the uae of fertiliaera ia often 
reatrioted due to liaited crop reaponae ariaing froa lt.ited aeaaonal 
aoiature. ODce thia drylaad area ia brouaht under irrigation, there ia 
increaaed uae of fertiliaera aad increaaed d ... ada for greater exact-
neaa ia a.,unta of fertUi&era to apply, due to efforta which are •de 
to increaae the returne fr~ the land by introductiea of new faraing 
techaiquaa and crop a. 
The aoil teata uaed uader dryland conditione .. Y or .. Y not aupply 
the infer .. tion r .. uired under the irrigated conditione and, •• auch, 
ahould be reteated and co.parad with newer eoil teatiaa .. tboda. South· 
ern Alberta ia preaently in auch a aituation. Large tracta of land pre-
vioualy fa~d uader conditione of limited aoiature are being brouaht 
under irrigation without llUCb knowledge of fertilhar requireMnta uacler 
theae aev conditiona. Here the problea ia meialy concerned with the 
nutrieata, nitroaea and phoaphoroua, aa potaaaiua 11 preaent in .ore 
than sufficient quaatltiea ia .oat caaea. 
The objective• of the inveatigation are aa followa: 
(1) To compare aeveral aoil teat• for nitroaen aacl phoapborou• 
aa a ... n• of indicati.q the fertilizer ueda in the newly clevelopecl, 
irrtaated regiOD.a and in the dryland areaa of Soutbera Alberta. 
(2) To provide infor.atiea for a variety of cropa and aoila aa 
to level• of toil fertility and likely reaponae to added fertilizer. 
Tbrouabout the whole iaYaatiaati•a, the followiag criterioa for e 
aucceaaful aoil teat aceordiag to Bray (1948) aacl Peteraoa (1956) ahoulcl 
be upt in aind. 
(1) It muat be fairly inexpen1ive. 
(2) It •u•t be fairly rapid. 
(3) It .uat be fairly ea1y to perform. 
(4) It muat extract the total a~unt (or a proportionate a.ount) 
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of the available for. of the nutrient fro. aoil1 with variable propertie1. 
(S) It muat mea1ure with reaaonable accuracy the a~unt of nutrient 
in the extract. 
(6) The reaulta 1hould be reproducible. 
UVIIW OP LITERATURE 
Nitroaen 
Nitrogen ia a con1tituent of all protein and hence of all proto• 
pla1a, therefore, it ia eaaential to the growth and reproduction of 
planta. Nitrate ia undoubtedly the principal form taken up by the 
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plant from the .. il. Ammonia, nitrite, ao.e of the a•ino acida, amide• 
and urea have been ahown to aerve aa auitable .. urcea of nitrogen for 
one or another apeciea of higher planta, according to Bonner and Galaton 
(1955). The amount of each ion form taken up i1 partly governed by age 
of the plant, type of plant, aoil reaction and concentration of each ion. 
More of the a..onia form aay be taken up by aeedlinaa than in later 
1tagea of plant growth. On the alkaline eide of the pH acale aanonia 
ia taken up in larger quantitiea. Ammonia and nitrite are conaidered 
toxic in larger ~uantitiea , yet Duiaberg (1954) baa abown that barley 
pleats can aurvive concentration• of 26 p .p.m., thu1 ahoving that theae 
tone My not be •• toxic aa Mny earlier workera have led ua to believe. 
The large reaervea of nitroaenoue co.pounda exieting in the aoil 
are .. inly derived froa the proteina ayntheaiaed by plant• or by the 
eoil organi ... ayabiotic and non-eyabiotic. Very little ia known about 
the actual chemical coaabinatioae in vbicb they occur. Truog (1951) and 
Ru11ell (1954) divide the nitrogenoua ca.pounde into three groups: 
1. Nitroaen present aa nitrate or a.-onium iona, which rarely 
account for .ore than 1 percent to 2 percent of the total nitrogen pre-
aent, but which for.. the prt.ary aource of nitrogen for the crop. The 
am.onia -Y be held aa exchanaeable iona . 
2. Nitroaen preaent in co.pounda that decoapoae fairly readily to 
give a..oniua and/ or nitrate ion1 often known aa the nitrifiable nitro-
aen co.pounda. 
3. Nitroaen pre .. nt in compounda that are only alovly decompoaed 
by the aoil aicrooraani .... 
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The nitrate aupply to the planta, according to Norman (1951) de-
penda entirely on the pattern of releaae of a-.onia from the orsanic 
.. tter during the aeaaon, aad on the a.ount of nitrate produced in the 
previoua aeaaon that ia atored in the aoil within the range of crop 
reota. The rate of nitrate production ln the aurface aoil dependa oa the 
a.ount and nitroaen content of the readily oxidiaable organic .. ttar 
preaant, and on the actual rate of oxidation. The rata of oxidation 
ia .oat rapid in aoiat well-aerated aoi1 at 27° to 37° centigrade, ac• 
cording to Wakaaan and Medhok (1939). and near neutrality froa vork done 
by Chapman and Liebig (1952). 
Becauaa nearly all of the nitroaen of aoila ia generally aaaociated 
with oraanic .. ttar, rather than aineral .. tter. it aiaht be expected 
that the pattern of availability for nitroaen would be radically differ-
ent fro. what it 11 for potaaaiua or phoaphoroua. 
thia, however, according to Norman (1951) and Truoa (1951), is not 
the caae for in order for the aoil to ba a frugal cuatodian of nitrogen, 
it appears neceaaary or daairable that the .... aeneral pattern be fol-
lowed for all of the nutrient elementa. 
All of thi1 released nitrogen i1 not uaed by the growing cropa; 
.. ay factora prevail which either .. ke the nitrogen uaavailable due to 
ch .. ical co.biaation or to co.plete loaa froa the aoil. Nitroaen loaae1 
fro. the aoil reach alaraing proportiona, accordina to Alliaon (1955), 
bacauH of varioua •chaniiU. 
Leachtna ia one of the .. jer factors in loaa of nitreaen. Ruaaell 
(1954) and Chapman and Liebig (1952) present data to show the enormous 
losses due to leaching from all types of cropped and uncropped land. 
Lysimeter etudiea have done much to ahow a clear picture of theae 
enormous quantities of nitrogen lo•ses from the aoil. 
Most workers are of the opinion that volatilization of ammonia doe. 
occur from soils. Martin and Chapmen (1951) showed that in soil having 
a pH in exceas of 7. some of the ammonia is lost by volatilization. 
Lowering the moisture content and raising the temperature is conducive 
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to ammonia losses along with exchange capacity. Willis and Sturgis (1954) 
found that flooding is conducive to ammonia loss. 
Jansson and Clark (1952) and Jones (1951) found that appreciable 
quantities of nitrate are loat from soil as gaseous nitrogen or that 
nitrite is produced. Broadbent (1951) showed that even under fully 
aerobic conditions, the denitrification rate was more affected by the 
quantity of oxidizable carbon coapounds than by the amount of oxygen 
present. 
It seems the workers Madhok and Uddin (1946) feel that losses of 
gaseous nitrogen from soil occur due to reaction of ammonia and nitrite 
ions. Allison (1955) questions the reaction and showed that nitrite 
reacts with alanine to fora nitrogen gas under all conditions where 
free nitrous acid is present in appreciable amounts, but feels that 
this loss also is highly improbable as the soil content of nitroua 
acid is very low. 
Ammonium and nitrate nitrogen may be rapidly immobilized in the eoil 
in the presence of added plant material of wide C:N ratio (Broadbent and 
Stajonovic 1952). probably aa a result of the preferential assimilation 
of the aoluble nitrate. 
Phoepboroua 
Phoaphoroua play• a fundamental role in the very large number of 
enzymatic reaction• that depend on phoephorylation, namely the metabol-
ism of etarchea, protein• and fate, according to Bonner and Galeton 
(1955) . This may be the reason it ie a constituent of the cell nucleus 
and ie eaaential for cell diviaion and development of meriatematic 
tieaue. 
Planta take up their phoaphoroua almost exclusively aa inorganic 
pho1phate ions , probably aa H2Po4· iona. It is felt that planta can 
take up organic phosphatee euch as pbytina and other inositol phos-
phatea. Becauae much of the orsanic phoepboroua in microbial tiaaue 
is in the form of nucleic acids and phoaphoproteins, the immobilization 
of phoaphorous in this form ia governed by aimilar conditions as apply 
in the caee of nitrogen requirement• of microorganiema for protein syn· 
theais. In aome plant tisauea, notably in the cereal crop reaiduea, 
organic phoephoroua occurs as phytin, a compound not believed to be 
eyntheaized by microorganiama. Like organic nitrogen, organic phos-
phoroua in soil is leaa available than might be expected, having in 
mind the chemical nature of the forma concerned. Phytin appears to 
be precipitated in acid or alkaline aoil1 aa insoluble phytatas of low 
aolubility, aa ahovn by Bower (1945), though phytin itaelf, when added 
to aoil, a.y be readily decompoaed, Nucleotide• or nucleic acid fra g-
ments may enter into ea.. form of combination vith the clay colloids 
so that availability is much reduced. 
It baa not as yet been found possible to indicate the relationahip 
between carbon and phoaphoroue that determine• whether mineralization 
or immobilization of phoephoroua may occur during the decomposition of 
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crop reaidu••· The phoaphorou1 of •ny plant •teriah h in exce11 of 
microbial r .. uir ... nta, but becauae laoraanic phoephoroua ia nor..lly 
preaent in both 10111 and crop1, no clear picture of tbe tranlfor.atioftl 
which taka place baa b .. n obtained. However, the u .. of radioactive 
phoephorou• ia helpina to aive ua a ca.plete picture of the tranafor.a-
tioaa. Indeed, it h ccmcalwble that the ainaraliution of nucleic 
acid phoaphoroua ia coatrolled prt.arily by the nitroaen 1tatua of the 
1y1tn, and that thh phaae of the phoqhoroua cycle •Y be aub1erviant 
to the nitroaen cycle, acoordina to Nor.an (1951). 
According to Dean (1938) and Pierre (1948), the phoaphoroua com-
pounda of aoih can be grouped into four general cla11e1: 
1. Inorganic ainerala coataining phoqbataa as an integral part 
of their atructure. Apatite and fluoroapatite are the .oat wideapread, 
but iron pho1pbate1 alao occur. 
2. The inoraanic co..,ounda in vhich the pho1pboroua 1a coabined 
largely with calcium .. inly a• dicalciua pho1pbate, .. gneaiwa, iron aa 
hydroxide• and aluminua a1 oxide1. There ia no aharp diatinction be-
tween thla group and the iron and aluainua phoapbata ainerall for uncler 
1011e condition• tbeae c011plexea probably cry1tallu out to fora new 
ainerals. 
3. Oraanic phoapbata1, euch a1 phytin and other inolitol ph01• 
phatea, nucleic acid and ita deriv.ativea aad the other co.pound1 that 
•lea up the huaic •teriall. 
4. The organic and inorpnic phoephorou1 COIIPOund• in the calla 
of living .. tter, vhicb in a HnM aerva a a the connectina Unk between 
tba other aanaral cla•••• of ca.pounda. 
Moat work on pboapborou1 to elate baa bean dona on the inorpnic 
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foraa. In general, eolub111ty etud1ee have ebowa that the inor~&nic 
pheepbatee of iron and al~nua tend to aecu.ulate in ecld .. 111 where-
ae c.alciua phosphatee ere pre4oaiaant in neutr·el or alkaline eoUe, ae-
,~~ . .... . ,_ 
cordina to Daaa (1938) and Stelley (1943). A pH of about 6.5 to 7.0 11 
deeirable fro. the atanclpoint of phoephoroue availability becauae thh 
range 11 abo~• the pH of .!~ eolubility of iron and alumin~ pboa• 
phatee and below the pH of ainiiiiUII aolubility of calciua phoaphate, aa 
ahown by Stelley (1943) in hie work. Haddock (1952) working with au .. r 
beeu found that there h •re pbapheroue uptake with areater aoU 
aoiature. He aleo poatulated that eoil te.perature and carboaie acid 
eoncentratlol\ MY pro.ote phoephoroua qtake, but that h18h concentra-
tlon ef available nitrosen •Y hinder uptake of phoapboroua. Jordan, 
!! !!• (1951) preMDtl data on potatoea to aubatantlate Haddock' 1 aoil 
aoiature coacluaiona. Bvideace ia alao given of dowGward ~ ... nt of 
aoll pboaphoroue due to laraer application• of w.ter. There is, how-
e~r. very little lateral .. v...nt of eoll phoepheroua. 
Lavla, et !!.• (1952) found that the aalta of ca1ciua baYing a COli• 
-on ion with the aoi1 and fertilizer phoephoreua ee.pouncl caused the 
gr .. teet fixation of phoapherou1. Caleiuaa bad the gr .. teat effect, with 
•peliu. leea, and aodiua even lower. In general, railing aalt content 
lo .. red the a.ailability of phoepboroue except aodi~ carboaate . 
Per1das and King (1944) workiag with 100 ••h •iaerall found that 
the aiea group coaatitutea the chief .taeral .,eclea reaponaible for 
phoapb.ate fixatioa by particle• in the fiae aaad ranae. In thle atudy 
they feund that the particle alae, er aurface area, preaented by the 
lroa o•idee le a •J•r factor in pho.,bate fi:utioa in aoUe. Type of 
ion h alao iW~portaat, •pethe would Mt f11l pho .. hate wberM8 li-· 
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ita and hematite fixed conaiderable quantities. In other atudiea Per-
kina and King (1943) have abown that the kind of cations. potition of 
cationa in the mineral atructure and amount of variout cations in the 
mineral ttructure are all related to phosphate fixation. Thia partly 
explains the differences in the phosphate fixation by the iron ainerala. 
Phosphorous fixation atudiea by Cole.-n (1~44) were carried out oa 
kaolinite and montmorillonite clay fraction. The findinga ahowed that 
the amount of phosphate fixed by clay ia influenced not so much by the 
type of clay mineral as by the a~unt and activity of the free iron and 
aluminua oxidee contained. Dalton, ~ al, (1951) has ahown that thia 
could be partly alleviated by additions of easily decoapoaable organic 
matter which is effective in a.king soil phosphorous more available. 
This is attributed to the ability of certain .. tabolic products of 
microbial decomposition to form atable coeplex molecules with iron and 
aluminum that are reaponaible for phosphate fixation in acid soils. 
Ensminger and Larson (1944) also observed there ie leat phoaphate de· 
ficiency on land that baa received liberal application of crop reaiduea 
and atable manure than on land untreated with organic matter. 
The inportance of orsanic phosphorous for crop use hat not been 
evaluated. The availability it considered to be lt.ited, though Rogers, 
~~· (1940), Bonner and Galaton (1954) have ahown that some organic 
phosphorous may be taken up. Investigations of these factors in soil• 
low in available phoaphoroua it particularly desirable. 
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Fuller and McGeorge (1950) have shown that calcareous Arizona soil1 
contain rather large amounts of organic phoaphorous thus disproving the 
previout miaconception based upon the auppoaition that low amounta of 
organic pboaphorous are associated with low amounta of organic Ratter. 
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Thia ~y explain why soil phosphorous teats ahow low available pho1phor• 
oua and low organic matter, yet enough phosphorous is made available 
through the growing seaaou to produce a good crop. 
Moat chemical teats for estimating the readily available phosphorous 
in soils meaaure only aoluble inorganic phosphoroua. Soils high in organ-
ic matter often give very low teata for readily available phosphoroua 
and yet show very little response to phoaphate fertilization, leading to 
one of two thoughta, that organic matter is helping make phoephoroua 
available (Coleman 1944), or that organic phosphorous is important. 
~analysis 
Soil analysis by early chemists was mainly of so•called "complete 
soil analysis," which determined the total amount• of certain essential 
plant nutrients in the soil. Hopkins (1910) and others reasoned that 
if there was an ample amount of any element present, a aufficient 
quantity of it to meet the needs of large crop production would become 
available during the growth season. This idea would not hold end an era 
of partial analysis followed. Hissink (1925) was one of the many work· 
era suggesting extraction by boiling with strong acids. Although they 
admitted that thia treatment dissolved more of most nutrients than a 
crop would absorb in the current aeaaon, it was suggested that the quan-
tities of nutrients extracted represented the amounte that would become 
available over a period of yeara. Inability to correlate the reaults 
of these methode with crop yield lead to their abandonaent. 
Weak acid extraction followed as a natural sequence with the thought 
that it would determine immediately available nutriante. These methods 
were partially based on findings of early workers like Dyer (1894) who 
felt that as the cell sap of the roots was acid, the weak acids would 
act like the cell sap seeping through the walls and dieaolve the par-
' tielee. These methods were cumbersome and bard to correlate. 
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Paralleling the development of the strictly chemical teete, variou1 
biological te1t1 for nutrient element• developed. Neubauer (McGeorge 
(1946) developed a method u1ing the capability of rye plants to eztraet 
phoephorou• and potaseium from eoil as a means of ~suring the available 
1upplies of these element• in a given soil. Many other teate using pot 
culture• of the aoil in question bave also developed. Theae ~thode are 
used primarily a• a preliminary procedure for the purpose of determining 
the treatment that should be tried in the field plots. 
A number of methods for evaluating the nutrient 1tatus of the soil 
have been developed where the growth of microorganisms is used as the 
indicator. Such worker• ·•• Winogradsky (Dalbert 1932) and Mehlich (1934) 
did much in thie field. On thie continent, these methods involving the 
growth of microorganieme have not been uted extensively even thoush they 
measure the nutrient statui of the soil quite favorably. Here the micro-
biological tests have developed along another line, namely that of 
measuring the c~ounds formed as a result of microorganism'• metaboli~. 
One of the best teste to be developed along thie line is the nitrate teet 
of euch Iowa workers as Fitte (1955), ~nvay and Dumenil (1955), Hunton 
(1955) and Stanford (1955). This teet utilizes the method of incubating 
a prepared soil sample for a certain period of ttme, during which time 
the by-products of the nitrifying bacteria's metaboliam givea an indica• 
tion of the soil's ability to produce nitrates and the need for fertil1· 
aation. 
Realizing the shortcomings of the earlier aoil chemist•' teeta, 
workere like Bray (1945) aad Dean (1943) have given us valuable teats 
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for potaaaium and phosphorous for they have determined what fraction 
of the soil phosphorous and pota&aium their teata are extractlna. 
These, plus the improved method of extraction and determination of Bray 
(1940), Dickman (1940), Dean (1945), Hanway (1955) and of other workera 
too nUllleroua to mentiQn, make it possible by aeparate uaeaaurement and 
evaluation to underataad the function of then varioua foru of nutri· 
ents in aoil fertility. 
As has been ahovn tbe early chemists made little progress along 
the lines of using chemical methods and teats to measure the fertility 
in a soil. The principal reasona for this lack of progress appears to 
have been a lack of sufficient knowledge about the chemistry of soil 
fertility and a strongly held, preconceived idea that the chemical method 
should s~ulate plant feeding and measure the availability of the nu-
trient. Bray (1948-A) challenged this preconceived idea, pointed out 
its faults and set up new concepts as guides for planning research to 
measure fertility with chemical methods. 
In that paper, the concepts were diacuased aa followa : 
•.. Usually more than one form of an element occura in 
the aoil at any one time. Each form contributes to a great• 
er or lesser extent to feeding by plant roots. The aignifi-
cance of each form to the growth of each crop under varying 
conditioaa can be eatablished by studies of plant growth and 
soil chemistry. The form or forms found to ba of moat sig• 
nificance to the ~diate growth of the plant can be meaa• 
ured chemically and thia information can serve aa a partial 
baaia for treatment recommendation• • 
• • • No attempt is made to meaaure the COIJIPOSite "aYeil· 
ability" of all the fonu of a given element preaaat nor h 
the feeding power of the plant roota sU.Ulated in the extract-
ing solution used. Inatead, the extracting solutions to be 
used are those which can extract all of that form or form. 
of the element beina tested for and which have, therefore, 
a purely chemical baaia ••• the methods or testa must not only 
measure the significant forma of the ele.enta, but also 
correlation• muat be eatablished between the amounts of 
theae forme of the al ... nta present and crop reaponse to 
the fertility elements applied. 
A practical teat or method is, therefore, one which has 
been calibrated against actual crop response under the condi· 
tiona concerned ••• 
••• Such a method should m.asure these forms quantitative• 
ly--at least, roughly so ••• 
Fried and Dean (1951) substantiate the statement of Bray that the 
plant is the final agent of the fertility measurement. They also state 
that the amount of the nutrient in the soil depends not only upon the 
soil, but also upon the specific conditions under which a given crop 
ia grown. 
In the early part of the present century the German scientist, 
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Mitscherlich (1930). proposed to calculate the effect of different quan• 
tities of various growth factors on the yield of plants by meane of a 
mathematical formula. The formula was baaed on the observation that 
the addition of each successive equal increment (Baule) of a given 
growth factor gives just one-half as much increase in crop growth as was 
obtained by the preceding increment. 
The equation proposed by Mitscherlich to express this relationship 
of growth to growth factors is aa follows: 
Where 
Log (A·y) • log A-c (x;b) 
A ' maximum yield 
y • ac:tua 1 yield 
x • quantity of a given nutrient applied 
b • quantity of the given nutrient in the soil in 
available form 
c : a proportionality constant 
A mathematician, Baule, who assisted Mitscherlicb with hie calcu-
lations pointed out that while A represents the maximUII yield obtain• 
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able with a full supply of one growth factor x for any set of conditions. 
consideration should be given to the maxiumu yield obtainable if all 
growth factors were in full supply. 
This consideration is taken by Bray (1944) when he proposed this 
working formula: 
Log {100-y) • log 100 - c1b1 
Where y • percent yield • yield - factor in question x 100 .... 
yield all factors present 
b1 : soil teat result 
c1 • proportionality conetant 
He baa confirmed this for exchangeable potassium and the adsorbed 
and easily-soluble forme of phosphorous for the soils in the corn belt. 
Using this modified Mitscherlich formula, Arnold and Schmidt (1950) 
were able to obtain in 1 year a practical tentative correlation be-
tween a phosphorous test and the eoil requirement of tomatoes for phoe-
phorous. 
Bray (1948) argues that this test does not apply to nitrogen, ua• 
ing the mobility concept as his main statement. Hia mobility concept 
is as follows: 
"The relatively mobile nutrients like nitrate nitrogen 
and water cannot be stored in the soil: they have no avail· 
able stot'age form which is independent of the season. " 
He, however, is uaing in his argument the nitrate present in the 
soil and not the soil•' ability to produce nit~ate over a aeaaon. Han· 
way (1955) ·and other Iowa workers argue that the aoil organic matter 
acts as a reserve of nitrogen for crops shoving that a microbiological 
test which gives an indication of the rate of nitrogen release combined 
with fertilizer data in the Mitscherlich equation, ia a useful tool in 
predicting the crops nitrate requirement and response. In this they 
are supported by the views of Norman (1951) and Truog (1951). 
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METHODS 
Selection of Soil Test to be Used 
__ ..;.:;,.;.._ ............. ----------
Many tests for nitrate and phosphorous exist, each having ita mer-
its. Aa many methods as axist, there is always a trend governed by the 
popular scientific thought of the time in which direction the .oil teata 
develop. These trends along with the need for comparison with teata nov 
in use are the criterion for chooaing the follovtoa teat1. 
A chemical test may give indications of nitrate deficiency. thua 
indicating a need for fertilizer application, yet without the fertiliz• 
er application, the microorgani~a will make available nitrate in quan· 
titiea sufficient for good plant growth throughout the whole aeaaon. 
An indication of this nitrate releasing power ia given by a microbio-
logical test which 11 the trend in nitrate testing. Thie prompted the 
choosing of the Iowa microbiological nitrate test developed by Hanway 
and Stanford (1955); results of which are succesaful in predicting 
nitrogen requirement• of corn ia Iowa. The strictly cb .. ical teat cho• 
een ia the nitrate teat given by the u. s. Salinity Laboratory ataff 
(1:954), hereafter referred to as the "USDA 160" nitrate teat. Thia 
test waa selected primarily because it uaea the phenoldiaulfonic acid·· 
ammoDium hydroxide color development a~d thus would be very comparable 
l 
to the Iowa teet, except for the nitrification by incubation. The 
Spurway (1949) nitrate test using diphenylaaine fo~ color development 
ie the teet now being used in Alberta; therefore, it will be u1ed tn 
this etudy. These are the teste for the nitrate portion of the study. 
In teeting for phoaphoroua the bicarbonate extraction aeems to be 
the trend at the moment for calcareoua eoila, which haa proapted the 
choodng of the aodium bicarbonate method of Olaen (1954). The a.aoniua 
fluod.de--HCl extraction of Bray and Kurtz (1945) waa selected becaun 
it ia DQre rapid than the 01aen method plus the fact that it develops 
the phoaphoroua color by uaa of the ammoni~ molybdate--tin reaction 
as in the Olsen method. Thus except for extraction, both testa have a 
common step in their procedure. The method in uae at the present time 
in Alberta is the Spurway (1949) and it i s, therefore, the third phoa-
phoroua test. 
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There are many more good testa available, that could have bean used 
in the study, but limitations ar~ necessary because of ttme, laboratory 
facilities and finances. 
Individual ~ ~ Procedure 
To determine the nitrate content of a soil uaing the Spurway (1949) 
method, one must first obtain an 11active'' extract of the aoil. To do 
thia, place one-half teaspoon of soil in a graduated teat tube and fill 
to the 13-ml. mark with distilled water. Add 1 drop of 1:3 parts acetic 
acid and distilled water, ahake well for 1 minute and filter. 
One drop of the "active" extract is put in a flat-bottomed glass 
vial and 8 drops of diphenylamine aolution added. The color developed 
is compared with the nitrate color chart in the Spurway (1949) bulletin. 
The Iowa method for deteunining aoil nitrate involves the uae of 
special glaaa tubes. Theae glaaa tubea have a hole in the bottom, and 
use one-holed rubber etoppers so that aoil in the tubes would have 
proper circulation of air during incubation. Ten gm. of aoi1 are aized 
with an equal portion of vermiculite and placed in tbe glaaa tubes. 
Tbe prepared sample is than leached with 60 ml. of distilled water. 
Excess water is removed from the samples by use of auction. The leach• 
ate is preaerved and used for the "USDA #60" nitrate teat (U. S. Salin· 
ity Laboratory 1954). The leached sample is then incubated for 2 weake 
at 35 degree• centigrade. Pans of water are placed in the incubator to 
keep the humidity high and thua reduce evaporation from the samples. 
After the 2-vaek incubation period, the sample• are asain leached with 
60 ml. of distilled water. This leachate is uaed for the Iowa nitrate 
(Hanway 1955) detendnation. 
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The nitrate, in both the Iowa and the USDA 160 =ethod, is determined 
by the use of the phenoldisulfonic-•aDIDOnium hydroxide color development 
technique. The color developed te read in a photoelectric colorimeter. 
In the Spurway method the phosphorous is deter=ined uaina the same 
extract obtained for the nitrate portion of the study. To 1 al. of the 
"active" soU extract in a glass tube, add 1 drop of the 5 percent 
sodium hydroxide solution. After shaking, add 5 drops of ammonium 
molybdate solution, shake again, and add a smell piece of tin foil. One 
minute after adding the tin foil read the amount of phosphorous by com-
paring color developed with the prepared color chart in the Spurway 
(1949) bulletin . 
Phosphorous, using the Olsen method, is determined by shaking to• 
getber in a 125 ml. Erlenmeyer flask, 5 gm. of soil, 1 teaapoon of 
sodium bicarbonate-treated Darco G 60 carbon black, and 100 ml. of 0.5 
molar sodium bicarbonate solution. Obtain a clear extract by filtering. 
Five m1. of this extract is placed in a 25 ml. volumetric flask and 5 
ml. of am.onium molybdate solution added, then shaken until efferves-
cence stopa. The neck of the flaak is washed down with distilled water 
aa the volume ie brought up to approxtm.tely 22 ml. One ml. of dilute 
stannoua chloride aolution ia added and mixed t.mediately, then bring 
it up to volwae witb distilled water. The color developaent ia read 
after 10 minutes using a 660 mu. filter in a photoelectric colorimeter. 
In preparing a standard curve, 5 ml. of 0.5 molar sodium bicarbonate 
aolution were added to the standard phoaphata aolutione. 
The Bray (1945) method uaaa 1 gm. of eoil which is placed in a test 
tube with 7 ml. of extracting solution, and shaken for 1 minute, after 
which it is filtered. For each ml. of filtrate obtained, 0.05 ml. of 
ammonium molybdate solution is added. After shaking well, add 0.6 ml. 
of stannous chloride solution for every 7 ml. of filtrate. If 7 ml. of 
filtrate are not obtained then add a proportionate amount of the atan-
noua chloride solution. The color developed is read after 1 minute in 
a photoelectric colorimeter. 
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Table 1. Description of soil samples uaed in the experiment 
Soil Mumber Location Year Data Great SoU Soil Texture 
Collected Group 
Irripted aoUa 
33 Burdett 1954, 1955 Brown Clay loam 
34 Burdett 1954, 1955 Brow Clay loaa 
35 Burdett 1954, 1955 Brown . ~iltr clay loaa 
"'" 
- ... . • 'II 
39 Burdett 1954 Brown Clay loua 
40 Burdett 1954 BrOVD Clay loa~~ 
41 lkn~dett 1954 Browa Clay loa• 
170 Burdett 1955 Brown Clay loaa 
172 Burdett 1955 Brown Clay loam 
176 Burdett 1955 Brcnm Clay loam 
182 Burdett 1955 Brown Clay loaa 
Drylaud aoila 
156 Fort Hacl•d 1955 Dark brown Fine sandy lout 
158 New Dayton 1955 Dark brown Loam 
160 Cbalpion 1955 Dark brown Clayloaa 
162 Lethbridge 1955 Dark browa Silty clay loam 
164 Craddock 1955 Brown Loa1D 
174 Vulcan 1955 Dark browa Loaa 
pH 
7.1 
7.6 
8.0 
7.2 
7.4 
7.9 
7.4 
7.3 
7.6 
7.9 
. 8.0 
7.0 
8.0 
7.4 
7.4 
6.9 
Depth 
0-6" 
0-6." 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
0-6 11 
0-6" 
0-6" 
9-6" 
0-6" 
0-6" 
-
.., 
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Over·all methods 
In order to secure data that would be rapreeautative of a011e parts 
of Southern Alberta's agricultural area- fertilizer trials were located 
at Burdett, Fort Macleod, New Dayton_ Champion, Lethbridge, Craddock and 
Vulcan. The location of these aitea is ahovn o~ the map in the appendix. 
The description of the soils in theaa sites can be found in Tabla 1. 
The irrigated aoile can be further described by placing them into categor• 
ie1 in table 2. 
Table 2. Further de1cription of irrigated soils 
Year X 
Leveling treatment 
B e 
1954 33, 39 34, 40 35, 41 
1955 33 34 35, 170, 172, 176, 182 
A• Repre1ants leveling where there is complete removal of 
aurface soil. 
B- Repreaents leveling where there is disturbance of surface 
soil and partial mixing with subsoil. 
C· Represents leveling with little or no surface distribu-
tion. 
The deaign of the plots on the irrigated and dryland differed because 
they were originally deeigned with other interests in mind. Both, bow· 
aver, lent themselves for adaptation in this investigation. 
The irriaated expert.enta were laid out as completely randomiaad 
blocka, consisting of four rows, 21 feet long to a plot- having 9-inch 
spacing for graina, and 22-inch spacing for row crops. Four cropa, 
Thatcher Wheat, Har lan Barley, Great Northern Beans and Seneca Corn, 
were seeded into the above plan. The fertilizer which was drilled in 
with the seed had the following treatment formulations: 
1. Check 
2. 100 pounds of 11-48-0. 
3. 100 pounds of 11-48-0 plus 50 pounds of 33.5-0-0. 
4. 100 pounds of 11-4~-0 plus 100 pounds of 33.5·0-0. 
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The two types of dryland experiments were of differing design. The 
first was similar to the irrigated row experiment above except that there 
were more fertilizer treatments. There vere 17 fertilizer combinations, 
consisting of a check, a 20- 30-10 treatment, plus all possible combina-
tions of 15, 30 and 45 pounds of P2o5 with 10, 20 and 40 pounds of 
nitrogen per acre. The source of nutrient elements for the treatment 
combinations came from ammonium nitrate, triple superphosphate and potas-
sium chloride. Compana Barley and Chinook Spring Wheat were seeded with 
the above treatments. 
The other dryland experiment was a larger one of split plot design, 
consisting of strips 8 feet wi de and 100 feet long. There strips were 
fertilized with 30 and 60 pounds of nitrogen coming from ammonium nitrate, 
ammonium sulphate and anhydrous ammonia. Superimposed across the plots 
of each replication were atrips of 21 . 5 and 43 pounds of P2o5 coming from 
triple superphosphate. Spring wheat was drilled in this experiment after 
the fertilizers had been broadcast on the surface of the 8oil. 
The harvest consisted of taking 2 rod rowe in the irrigated and dry-
land row experiments and square yard samples in the dryland split plot 
experiment. 
All yield data were analyzed to see if response to fertilizer was 
significant. after which percentage yield vas calculated for each crop 
and fertilizer element. 
A repreeentative aoil eample waa taken from each eite before any 
fertili~er vaa added. This sample vas air dried, ground to pass a 2-
mm. aieve and etored in glaae containers until analyaie could be per-
for.ed, uaing the teats eelected in the previous section. The mechani• 
cal analysia wa1 performed ueing the Bouyoucaa (1951) hydrometer method. 
The pH of the aamplet was obtained from a aaturated soil paate using a 
pH mater vith a slaee electrode (U. s. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The analysis of the soils ueed in the study are shown in Table 3. 
The figures in the nitrogen portion of the table represent pounds of 
nitrate par acre, to a depth of 6 inches, and on tba phosphorous aide 
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of t he table, the figures represent pounds of P per acre to a 6•iacb 
depth, as extracted by the various soil testa. The results of the teats 
are also reported as pounds of nitrogen and P2o5 rather than nitrate and 
phosphorous, because the fertilizer companies report the analysis of 
their fertilizer products as nitrogen and P2o5 • Each soil tast gives a 
different value of the eoil content of the particular nutrieut el ... nt, 
for each eoil teet use& a different extractant whose power of extracting 
the nutrient element varies. 
Having maaaured the available form or forme of the nutrient phos-
phorous or nitrogen in question, we had to find out what each form meant 
to the plant. Thie required the experimental data obtained in the field 
under conditions of which the final correlation will be applied. A simple 
and common measure of crop response is the increase in yield on a weight 
basis. However, this ia not very accurate. Too many other factors be· 
sides phosphorous or nitroaen fertility, such ae length of eeason and 
soil aeration, influence the actual differeaces between the yield of NK, 
PK and NPK plots. The fact that thee• uncontrolled factors exert a 
eimilar influence on NK, PK and NPK plots makae it loaical to aeeume 
that comparison of the yields on a relative rather than ab1olute baei1 
would lead to a more accurate measure of crop re1ponae. Therefore, the 
result of the fertilizer trials it presented in Table 4 as percent yield. 
Table 3. Analysis of soils used in the study 
Soil Pounds P2o5 and P per acre 6 inches 
Olsen Bray Spurway 
Number P205 p P205 p P205 p 
33 69 30 46 30 18 8 
34 58 26 32 14 4 2 
3.5 43 19 3 1 9 4 
: ? 114 50 65 29 18 8 
40 96 42 86 38 2 l 
41 48 21 11 5 2 1 
170 61 27 106 47 18 8 
172 59 26 100 44 18 8 
176 61 27 93 41 2 1 
182 70 31 106 47 4 2 
156 45 20 2 1 l 1 
158 145 64 74 33 2 1 
160 111 49 132 58 9 4 
162 59 26 42 28 9 4 
164 76 33 42 28 2 l 
174 73 32 50 22 9 4 
Pounds N per acre 6 incltea 
Iowa 
N 
31 
24 
14 
.56 
40 
37 
80 
48 
39 
71 
39 
61 
39 
66 
38 
34 
USDA {160 
N 
4.1 
1.9 
1. 5 
0.6 
6.8 
1.5 
15. 2 
3.4 
3.4 
7.0 
1. 9 
4 . 3 
14.4 
3.4 
1.5 
1.1 
Spurway 
N 
6 
6 
6 
9 
25 
5 
54 
18 
2 
1 
7 
6 
36 
6 
s 
2 
N 
.p. 
Table 4. Percent yield of crops grown in the study 
Year Soil Corn Wheat 
Number !!.!!!_o&en .. _ J'hJlsphorous Nitrogen Phosphorous 
1954 33 53 91 67 90 
34 34 64 64 88 
35 26 89 63 90 
1954 39 96 50 
40 81 87 
41 56 84 
1955 33 88 77 61 84 
34 56 90 59 85 
35 63 64 58 84 
170 90 96 
1955 172 77 97 
176 
182 94 98 
156 87 71 
1955 158 63 101 
160 91 90 
162 89 96 
164 77 94 
174 69 91 
Nitrogen 
59 
63 
73 
66 
59 
55 
87 
79 
61 
92 
79 
Barley 
Pho3pb oroua 
89 
82 
79 
89 
94 
86 
92 
63 
89 
65 
92 
N 
l..n 
For nitrogen percent yield • Yield of PK plots x 100 
Yield of NPK plots 
Por phosphorous percent yield • Yt e ld of NK plgta x 100 
Yield of NPK plots 
The study started 9ut with four crops in the irrigated trials: 
beane, barley, wheat and corn. The beans and some of the corn were ee-
verely frost damaged and had to be dropped from the study as good yield 
data could not be obtained. The mleaing data of wheat and barley on 
some irrigated sites is due to severe hail damage preventing the taking 
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of accurate yield data. On the dryland plots lack of time made it impoa-
aible to seed any more plots than are reported. 
The forementioned data gave two values : the percent yield, y, and 
the soil teat value, b1 , of the plot not receiving the nutrient. Bray 
modified the relationship that Mitscherlich and Baule found between theae 
values and expressed it as follows : 
Log (100-y) : log 100 - c1b1 
Where c1 • proportionality constant 
The yield data, y, and the soil tests' results, b1, combined in this 
equation yield c 1 , the proportionality constant, as in the sample calcula-
tion following for nitrogen fertilizer on corn on soil number 33. 
Log (100-y) = log 100 
- clbl 
Log (100-53). log 100 - c 1 31.41 
cl = .01044 
The c 1 values for the rest of the crops, nutrients and soils were 
obtained in the same manner. All the c 1 values can be seen in Tables 5 1 
6 and 7. 
Soil 
Year Number 
1954 33 
34 
35 
1955 33 
34 
35 
1955 170 
172 
176 . 
1955 156 
164 
mean c 1 value 
standard deviation 
Table 5. "c1u valuee for barley on all soils for all aoii tests 
Nitrogen Phosphorous 
Iowa USDA f160 Spurway Olsen Bray 
.0123 .0952 . 0612 .0140 .0206 
.0182 .227.5 .0850 . 0112 .0236 
.0399 .3813 .1020 .0156 .2644 
.0149 .1152 .0740 .. . 0140 .2064 
.0163 .2040 .0454 .0213 .0390 
.0244 .2326 .0548 • 0184 • 3116 
.0080 .0420 .0118 .0181 .0104 
.0140 .2000 .0375 .0073 .0043 
.0106 .1428 .1560 . 0158 .0103 
.0283 .5780 . 1517 .0102 .2033 
.0177 .4546 .1154 .0127 . 0228 
.0186 .2430 .0814 . 0144 . 0921 
%.0092 ±.1639 .±.0462 ±· 0040 .t..ll97 
Spurway 
.0524 
.1627 
.0740 
. 0524 
. 2687 
.0872 
.0599 
.0236 
.5241 
.1992 
.5235 
.1710 
t.l839 
.,., 
.... 
Table 6. "c1" values for corn on all soils for all tests 
SoU Nitrogen 
-Year Number Iowa USDA 160 Spurway Olsen 
1954 33 .0145 .0806 .0518 .0152 
34 .0076 .0951 .0285 .0077 
35 .0091 .0877 .2068 .0022 
1954 39 .0126 .2515 .1545 .0026 
40 .9020 .1064 .0285 .0092 
41 .0096 .2391 .0658 .0162 
1955 33 .0147 .2264 .14~ .0093 
34 .0150 .1878 .0563 .0173 
35 .0152 .2895 .0682 .0102 
mean c1 value .0115 .1738 .0989 .0100 
standard deviation :..0029 +.0818 ~.0641 .:_.0055 
Phosphorous 
Bray 
.0225 
.0141 
• 3741 
.0047 
.0102 
.0074 
.0137 
.0317 
.1731 
.0724 
.... 1249 
Spurway 
.0571 
.0970 
.1047 
.0164 
.3872 
.4346 
.0349 
.2185 
.0485 
.1554 
+.1568 
N 
OD 
SoU 
Y.ear Number 
1954 33 
34 
3.S 
1955 33 
34 
35 
1955 170 
172 
182 
1955 156 
158 
160 
1955 162 
164 
174 
mean c 1 value 
standard deviation 
Table 7. "c1" values for wheat on all soils for all soil tests 
Nitrogen Phosphorous 
Iowa USDA f/:.60 Spurway Olsen Bra.y 
-
.0153 .1184 .0761 .0146 .0215 
.0187 .2337 .0701 .0160 .0292 
.0307 .2948 .0650 .0230 .3902 
.0130 .1005 .0646 .0102 .0172 
.0163 .2040 .0612 .0142 .0261 
.0265 .2527 .0596 .0184 .3138 
.0126 .0659 .0184 .0230 .0132 
.0132 .1883 .0353 .0256 .0152 
.0173 .1745 .6480 .0122 .0153 
.0229 .4143 .1226 .0120 .2399 
. 0141 .0995 .0682 .0138 ,0269 
.0132 .0728 .0289 .0090 .0076 
• 0146 . 2828 .1515 .0235 .0329 
.0129 .4280 .1087 .0162 .0291 
.0149 .1563 .1876 .0178 .2079 
.0171 .2060 .1180 .0166 .0924 
.!_.0054 .±,.1136 .!_.1535 !_.0052 !_.1256 
Spurway 
.0546 
.2012 
.1093 
.0436 
.1800 
.0851 
.0764 
.0832 
. 3712 
.2349 
.8740 
.1093 
.1527 
.6675 
.1143 
.2238 
+.2404 
N 
\&) 
The problem now is to aelect which is the best soil test from these 
c1 values and their corresponding standard deviations. By looking at 
the tables of c 1 means it ia hard to cOMpare any of them since they dif-
fer in magnit ude , thus their standard deviations are hard to compare. 
A common ground for comparison of the means would be the percent devia -
tion. We can determine which soil test appears to be t he most suitable 
by determining the probability that the magnitude of the difference be -
tween two standard deviations a rises stric tly from samp ling e rrors 
(Treloar 1951) . 
The k values which are the probability that t he difference between 
two standard deviations are strictly from sampling error were obtained 
as follows: 
SEs -s Nxsx 
2 
- Nlsl 2 • y y 
2(NxNy) 
d • 8 • X By 
k • d 
SEa -s X y 
Where sx • standard deviation of tes t x 
Sy • standard deviation of test y 
Nx : number of variates in test x 
Ny a number of variates in test y 
d • difference 
3E : s tandard error of the difference ax • sy 
For the comparison of the Olsen veraus Bray of phosphorous on corn, 
using percent deviation , the value of k 1s aa follows: 
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. j 9(54.8Z>2 - 9<172,58)2 
2 (9X9) 
SE8 -s : 42.68 X y 
d•x·Sy • 172.58 - 54.87 • 117.71 
k • ~. 2.76 
From the table• of k values given in Treloar (1951), it can be seen 
that the probability of a difference as large a• thia ariains solely 
from errors in sampling i1 lesa than .006. The same calculation vas ap-
plied to obtain all valuae of teat compariaon in Table 8 and froa thi1 
it can be seen that the Olaan method for phosphorous and the Iowa method 
for nitrosen atand out as the most satisfactory teats. 
The reaults of the Bray and Olsen methods were far more reproducible 
than were those of the Spurway ~thod, The Spurway teat uaes a co.pari-
son of the unknown solution with a color chart for determining the phoe• 
pborous content rather than a photoelectric colortmeter aa in the Olean 
and Bray teats. Becauee of thil, it is quite difficult to deter.ine what 
amount of nutrient is in solution if the color developed lies, for instance, 
between the 40 ppm and the 80 ppm colored squares on the chart. The hu-
man eye is a poor judse of color depth and could eaaily be 10 ppm out by 
using thia viaual method, 
The Spurway test required more adjuetmant of the volume of aoil 
sample taken for determination, eo that the extract dilution obtained 
would be in the proper range for reading on the chart. Thie co.,ariaon 
applied in the nitrate portion of the study ae well. 
Mora time wa1 required to run the Iowa teat becauae of the time taken 
in setting up the aamples for the incubation. The incubation time, howe.ar, 
does not enter into the picture for it does not require that a parson sit 
Table 8. Probability that differences between standard deviations of 
two soil teats would arise solely through error of random sampling 
Soil test comparisons 
Olsen Chen Bray Moat 
vs. vs. vs. Suitable 
Phosehorous Bray Spunray Spurway Test 
Corn .006 .09 .13 Ollen 
Barley . 001 .001 .53 Olsen 
Wheat .0001 .0002 .37 Olaen 
Iowa Iowa Bray 
' 
va. vs. vs. 
Nitro sen USDA f60 Spurway Spurway 
Corn .09 • 02 • 35 Iowa 
Barley . 30 .64 .60 Iowa 
Wheat .044 oOOOl .004 Iowa 
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and watch the samples during the incubation period. The ttme spent in 
setting up the samples for incubation may be slightly overcome by the 
fact that the Spurway test requires more adjustment of portion taken 
for extraction. 
The Iowa and the Olsen tests gave more consistent c 1 values than 
did the other teats which is another factor in their favor. 
Where the relationship expressed by the equation log (100 -y) : 
log 100 - c1b1 holds, the problems of soil test correlations are great-
ly simplified. Theoretical ly, only two values are needed to establish 
the value of c1 for a given rate of planting and once c1 is found, any 
value of b1 can be interpreted in terms of its percent sufficiency by 
letting log 100 represent the 100 percent yield where the nutrients are 
100 percent sufficient, that is, adequate, 1~is reduces all productiv-
ity levels to a comMon denominator, the percent yield or percent auffi· 
ciency of b1• The c 1 value is a constant for the crop grown. Different 
crops may be expect~d to change the c1 value. 
A soil test for phosphorous or any other element indi cates only 
the status of those nutrients. A low test may not mean that fertilizer 
should be used. Any practical recommendation for the use of phosphate 
or any other fertilizer must be based not only on the knowledge obtained 
from these teats, but also on knowledge concerning the favorablen••• of 
the other factors on crop srowth. 
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The final criterion for proving that the soil tests chosen in the 
study are the right ones would be to set up a field fertilizer tri41 on 
the crops in the study after first obtaining suitable soil aaaples. Com-
bining the soil test values for the fertilizer plota, t he c1 values for 
the crops in this study, and the rates of fertilizers applied in the 
Mitecherlich equation, it should be possible to predict reasonably well 
the yield the various plots of the trials will give. If the predicted 
yield and the actual yield do not agree, then the testa selected in this 
study would be of no value. 
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SUNKARY 
Three soil testa for phoaphorou• and nitrogen were combined vith 
field fert111••r triale in order to determine the most suitable eoil test1. 
the 1oil teat results and the results of the field fertiliaar trial• 
were co.bined in a Mitacherlich equation to obtain e 1 value1. Tha .oat 
consi1tant c1 value being an indication of the tests' adaptability for 
predictins the yield of plots tested by the chosen soil telta. 
The Olean test pro.ed to be tha molt satisfactory te•t for deter• 
Mining phosphorous content of soil1, because it sa.e the molt conaistant 
c1 values, the moat reproducible results, and took about the same t~a 
to perform as the other teats in the study. 
The Iowa teat is tha moat satiafactory for soil nitrate deter.ina• 
tion, for it, as did the Olsen teat, sa•• the most consistent c1 values, 
most reproducible results and, exclusive of the incubation, took very 
little more tbae to performo 
The c1 values varied with crop and aoil teet, 
The c 1 values for predicting yield fra. added phosphate fertili~er 
for corn is .0100, for wb .. t ,0166 and for barley .0144, when the ~lsen 
teat ia uaed to obtain an indication of the soil phosphorous content. 
The c1 values for predicting yield from added nitrogenous fertiliser 
for corn 11 .0113, for wbeat o0172 and for barley .0186, when the Iowa 
teat is used to obtain an indication of the soils nitrification capacity. 
By coablning the reaulta of the cboaan teats with the appropriate c1 
.aluee and the quantity of fertiliser added, yiald prediction for corn• 
wheat, and barley in Southern Alberta ahould ba poaeible. 
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APPENDIX 
4 1 
CLIMATE OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA 
Southern Alberta has a north temperate, continental-type climate, 
but having the extremes usually preaent under auch a cltmate .odified due 
to the location of the Rocky Mountains and the prevalence of the wa~, dry 
Chinook winds. The altitude of the test areas Yaried from nearly 3,500 
feet above seal level at Fort Macleod to 3,000 feet at Lethbridge and 
2,600 feet at Burdett. 
Generally speaking, summers in Southern Alberta are characterized 
by slightly cooler days and considerably cooler nights than .any irrigated 
areaa in the continental United St ates. Mean maximum and miniaua tempera-
tures for c~arison purposes are ahovn in Table 9 for Lethbridae and two 
well~knovn irrigated areas in the United States. 
Table 9. Comparison of t he monthly average daily mean maximum and mean 
min~um temperatures of two irrigated a reas of the United Statea and 
Lethbridge, Alberta. (Hill 1953). 
Le~fi6ridge 
Month Ka x f.mum Min f.mUID 
May 62.7 37.4 
June 67.6 46.3 
July 80.8 50.9 
August 76.6 47.5 
Septa~ber 65.4 40.6 
torE Qolltns, coio. SalE tiki ciey. utah 
Maximum Minimym Maximum Minimum 
67 .0 
76.1 
85 .5 
84.4 
76.2 
40.3 
48.1 
54.7 
54.5 
43.0 
71.8 
81.7 
92.4 
89.7 
79.0 
44.9 
.52.1 
61.4 
59.4 
49.1 
An indication of the length of growing eeaaon is given in the frost 
data summary in Table 10. 
Table 10. Summary of frost data at Lethbridge Experimental Station for 
yeara 1902-19$4 (inclusive). (walker 1954). 
Last frost in apring 
Firat frost in fall 
Number of frost free days 
Last killing frost in spring 
First killing froat in fall 
Number of crop days 
1954 
May 14 
September 29 
138 
Kay7 
October 1 
147 
Note: 1. 32° F. or lesa considered aa frost. 
53 :rear a!!rese 
May 22 
Septeaber 1~ 
116 
May9 
September 26 
140 
2. 28° P. or less conaidered aa killing frost. 
The average precipitation at Lethbridge is approximetely 16 inches, 
42 
decreasing to about 13 inches at Burdett and Fort Macleod. Over the whole 
area, howeTer, 75 to 80 percent of the moisture falls during the crop 
eeason. Durina the past S yeara the average precipitation has in· 
creased so that it ia over 18 inches at Lethbridge with a proportional 
increaae in the other test areaa. 
The rate of eTaporation in Southern Alberta ie high due to a combtna-
tion of s trong winde aad hot summer weather. 
By virtue of lta northern latitude, Southern Alberta enjoys lons 
s~r days. This ia a diatinct advantage in agricultural production. 
In Table 11 the total hours of daylight (sunrise to sunset) at Leth~ridse 
and Salt Laka City are compared. 
A summary of temperature, precipitation, evaporation, wind, and houra 
of aunahine for the growins season are giTeu in Table 12. 
Table 11. Total hours of daylight (sunrise to suneet) at Lethbridge 
and Sa lt Lake City during the summer months . 
Location May 
L8thbridge 477 .9 
Salt Lake City 448.2 
June 
488.7 
451.0 
July August September Total 
492.1 447.4 378.3 2,284.4 
457.3 427.0 374.1 2,157.8 
43 
Table 12. S~ry of monthly maxitm.a, minimum and mean temperatures; precipitation. wind speed and hours of 
sunshine for the Experimental Station, Letlabridge, Alberta. (Walker 1954). 
May June July August September October Y-r 
T!gp!rature (Of.) 
19.54 a9erage daily IDilximum 63.5 65.4 78o9 71.4 63.0 56.4 51.9 
53-year average daily maximum 63.8 70 • .5 78.8 76.7 66.0 57.3 53.4 
1954 a._rage daily mint.um 38.6 44.0 49.5 49.0 41.2 30.9 29.2 
53-year average daily miuimum 38.1 45.7 50.2 47.8 40.1 31.7 28.6 
1954 a~rage dally mean 51.2 54.7 64.2 60.2 52.1 43.6 40.6 
53-year •~rage daily mean 51.0 58.1 64.5 62.2 53.4 44.5 41.0 
1954 extre:ae hish for 1a0nth 82.5 84.5 92.5 84.5 76.5 75.0 
.53-year a-.era1e .authly extreme high 82.1 86.3 92.6 91.2 84.2 77.6 
1954 eztrame low for .outh 9.0 34.0 40.0 41.0 28.5 14.5 
· sJ-year a~rage .anth1y axtraae lov 25.2 34.8 40.3 36.9 26.1 13.8 
Pr~!fitatloll ~t.cbee~ 
1954 1.12 2.16 0.17 5o02 3.70 0.08 18.03 
53-year ave-rape 2o24 2.95 1.65 1.60 1.69 0.98 16.13 
!!aporation (1Ache1 
1954 4 • .54 5.61 7.06 4.15 2.51 2.82 
31-year a'ftrages 4 • .s4 4.62 6.06 5.00 3.39 2.44 
Wind ~miles per hear} 
1954 monthly a'ftras•• 12.4 15.1 11.6 9.5 11.0 14.2 13.9 
34-year a'ftragea 12.2 10 .. 8 9.5 9.1 10.3 12.7 12.1 
Brial.!t eanahine ~daUI hour•~ 
1954 monthly a.araa•• 8.75 8.38 12.02 8.84 7.28 7.17 6o58 
46-year a~ragea 8.31 9.20 11.02 9.65 6.98 5.50 6.44 ~ 
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Exhibit 1. Map of Southern Alberta shoving location of fertilizer triala 
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